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What is AI4EU ?
• AI4EU is a collaborative H2020 Project with four main objectives
(European Commission Vision)
•

Reference Platform for AI tools in Europe, boosting competitiveness of European AI Industry,
raising awareness in the user community of existing European AI tools and resources

•

Reference Market Place for AI, boosting the European AI developers, community and
industry in facilitating their access to market, offering visibility, essential in particular for Smes
and start-ups

•

Boost European Industry, Services and public administration, in providing an easy to access
and easy to integrate AI tools and optimising needs/tools/matchmaking

•

Bridge gap between R&D Funding and exploitation of the results in real world deployment
and essential step to exploit the R&D Investments and capitalise on the European S&T
strength in AI

• A wide Consortium
• 81 Members

• 21 partnering countries
• A balanced consortium of research and industry

• Started in January 2019 with a 20M€ budget.
• Supported on a EU level
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A consequent investment from the European Commission
An European approach to
Excellence

We want a set of rules that
puts people at the center.
Algorithms must not be a
black box and there must be
clear rules if something goes
wrong.
(State of the Union,
16,9,2020)

White Paper on AI
An European Approach to
excellence and trust

ICT 48
48 M€

ICT 26
20 M€

Risk-based and proportionate regulatory
approach
•

Identification of high-risk AIsystems

•

Mandatory requirements and ex-ante
conformity assessment for high-risk AI
systems

•

For AI systems that are not high-risk a
voluntary labelling scheme

A first step towards
an “Eco System of trust”

ICT 49

Digitizing and transforming European industry and
services: digital
innovation hubs and platforms

ICT 02
81 M€
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How AI4EU can help the Aviation Community to make the most of AI ?
Access to excellent and qualified AI resources
 Access to a community of European researchers, developers
and initiate projects  Community tools (people, organisations,
discussions, groups)

 Access to an AI Catalogue and a future marketplace 

Datasets, AI models, AI libraries, Jupyter Notebooks, Executable, Docker
containers, As a service

 Search and discover AI Knowledge  News, Events, Articles, AI
resources, Webcafés, pilots

 Discover Aviation & AI use cases  News, Webcafés, Groups,
Discussions, pilots

 Understand and study the impact of AI technologies across
the EU  AI4EU Observatory

Promote and expose the Aviation AI Community
 Promote Aviation & AI use cases  News, Groups, Discussions
 Participate, organize webinars on Aviation & AI and develop
knowledge and a network of experts  Events, Webcafés
 Scout, find or attract talents
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How AI4EU can help the Aviation Community to make the most of AI ?
AI engine for innovation
 Identify industrial challenges for AI aviation
that can be pushed to the Community
through open calls (March next step)
 Create a network of European AI partners
and initiate projects and consortium 
Community tools (people, organisations,
discussions, groups)

 Develop, train, share and deploy AI models
 AI4EU Experiments

https://ai4eu-challenges.fundingbox.com/
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A Project tackling Ethical, Legal, Socio-Economical & Cultural issues
 To stimulate reflection, discussion and due consideration of
ELSEC-AI issues within the EU AI community and with the
European Parliament, member states, and AI industry.
 To provide resources to educate the general EU public
more accurately about state of the art in AI.
 To survey legal issues for the deployment of AI systems in
the EU and identify sources of expertise for industries
applying AI.
 To identify/elicit and monitor values and societal
acceptance of decisions and policies.
 To develop methodological guidelines for the integration
of ELSEC considerations in the design and development of
AI systems.
 To avoid negative bias, such as on gender or other forms of
discrimination, which implicitly play a role in AI decision
systems.
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How to join the AI4EU Community and start benefiting from it now ?

1

Go to https://ai4eu.eu

2

Click on Log in / register

3

Create your account

4

TRY IT !
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AI4EU in the future
Lab

Ecosystem
Access to talents, partners,
finances and build collaboration

Factory

Trustworthy
Understand what I can do with my
dataset

Resource Repository
Access to prime AI resources

Experiment, build
and run AI Model
Build, train and develop my AI
models/algorithms

DevOps

Storage and
computing power
Access to storage and
computing power

Freemium services

Freemium services

Freemium services

Freemium services

Freemium services

Access to the information stream
(news, events, funding..)
Ability to join or organise AI

Access to documentation,
publications, groups
Access to AI4EU Ethical observatory

Access to an AI4EU repository:
tools, models, reference datasets,
algorithms

Access to AI4EU Experiment
services through ACUMOS
Develop basic

Publishing reference dataset
into the platform
Having access to discussion,

discussion or groups
AI search engine to find talents,
resources, groups, publication etc.

Search engine
Events

Publishing your own AI assets
Peer to Peer Review and
evaluation by the Community

experimentation to build your
own AI Pipeline with a first MIVP
Publish your results in the AI4EU

groups and cortical projects
such as GAIA X
List of providers and the P2P

Access to the AI European
Funded Project
Search engine

repository an into the market
place

ranking

Services to share data and
information's respecting privacy,
cyber security etc.
Premium services
Create an AI Domain, specialized in a

Premium services
Expertise and consulting to prepare

Premium Services
Market place to share, sell or buy

Premium Services
Expertise to build your own AI

Premium services
Having access to the

business domain (health,
sustainability, air traffic management,
industry 4.0…

and clean the data sets
Assessment of the resources and their
deployment

AI resources
Expertise and consulting to match
resources and your AI strategy

roadmap : build, test, train and
run, your AI model or algorithm
Shift from a MIVP to a

computing power package
proposed by the European
Super Computing Network

Human resource matchmaking
Benchmarking, research and business
challenges or pilots

Certification services (under
discussion)
Usage conditions : formats, IPR, usage

generalized AI driven
approach
ML platform (under discussion)

Expertise and consulting to
provide the best solutions

Promotion package to the
community

terms.
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THANK YOU!
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Questions & Answers
Violette Lepercq, AI4EU Project Manager, Thales
Violette.lepercq@thalesgroup.com
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